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Starting this issue, the review paper provides a broad overview of the advances in SSL technology. In the first category, four papers focused on the material and novel growth techniques for III-nitride semiconductor, including an invited paper on the progress of the GaN substrate technology. The first category also includes paper on the novel epitaxy growth employing nanostructures for improved GaN material.
In the second category, we have 15 excellent papers focusing on device physics and simulation of various aspects of SSL technology. In particular, several papers focusing on device physics addressing nanostructures for high radiative efficiency in visible-spectrum LEDs, efficiency droop in LEDs, and highpower LEDs. The category also includes papers focusing on the pursuit of high-efficiency white LEDs covering color rendition, color rendering index, color temperature, as well as novel phosphor material and configuration for high efficiency and uniform emission.
In the third category, we have 13 contributed papers and two invited papers on novel device concepts for SSL. The papers in the last category focus on novel device concepts for achieving high-efficiency LEDs, in particular, addressing: 1) surface plasmon and photonic crystal LEDs; 2) novel approaches for enhancing light-extraction efficiency in LEDs; and 3) novel device cooling techniques for high-power LEDs.
The papers in this special issue represent state-of-the-art advances in the SSL research and development. We anticipate that Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/JSTQE.2009.2021694 the level of research and development working on SSL will increase further due to the importance of this technology for high-energy-efficiency applications. We hope that this special issue will serve as a useful reference for further research works in this area.
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